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Abstract

The dramatic growth in the volume of data and the disproportionately
slower advancements in memory scalability and storage performance have
plagued application performance in the last decade. Emerging heterogeneous
memory technologies such as nonvolatile memory (NVM) promise to allevi-
ate both memory capacity and storage problems; however, realizing the true
potential of these technologies requires rethinking of software systems in a
way that it hasnt before. My research has developed fundamental principles
and redesigned operating systems (OSes), runtimes, file systems, and applica-
tions to address both main memory capacity scaling and storage performance
challenges. In my talk, I first present our approach to scaling main memory
capacity across heterogeneous memory by redesigning the OS virtual memory
as opposed to the file system used by current systems. Our design makes OS
virtual memory data structures and abstractions heterogeneity-aware and in-
telligently captures application’s use of memory for efficient data placement.
I then briefly discuss our approach to reducing software bottlenecks of storage
by moving the file system into the storage hardware. I finally conclude my
talk with a future vision of unifying converging memory and storage tech-
nologies into an application-transparent data-tier fully managed by OS and
user-level runtimes.
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